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Paramount and Lider Aviation Begin Ferry and Flight Support Partnership


Paramount and Lider Aviation announced on Oct. 21, that Paramount will be the primary aircraft ferry and flight
support provider for Lider Aviation.
 “Lider was looking for a ferrying partner that has a reputation in the international community for delivering ontime and with exceptional service,” says Philipe Figueiredo, aircraft sales director for Lider. “Paramount was the
perfect partnership for us, especially with their focus on safety.”
 The majority of Linder Aviation’s ferry flights will be moving between the United States and Brazil.
Resource: Press release, Flightglobal article
Contact: Paramount News

Paramount Raises Profile at NBAA Annual Convention & Exhibition



Paramount exhibited at the NBAA Convention & Exhibition (NBAA2014), Oct. 21-23, in Orlando, FL.
NBAA2014 is the world’s largest business aviation event and is held annually. It includes a static display and a
convention hall with more than 1,000 exhibitors.
 “NBAA was a great show attended by many industry professionals,” said Michael Johnson Paramount President
and CEO. “We were happy to participate again this year and meet with some of our key clients.”
 At NBAA2014, Paramount marketed its in-house international flight support capability, as well as its flight crew
procurement and global ferry services.
Contact: Paramount News

Paramount Launches Pilot Referral Program



Do you have a pilot in your network who is looking for a new job?
Paramount is now offering a $2,200 (USD) referral fee to Paramount pilots who refer a pilot to Paramount and
the referred pilot is hired with a Paramount customer in China.
 Paramount will pay a $500 (USD) referral fee to Paramount pilots who refer a pilot to Paramount and the
referred pilot is hired with a Paramount customer (not in China).
o The referral fee will be paid after the referred pilot begins working for any Paramount client.
 To submit a referral, complete the pilot referral form and submit to admin@paramountarg.com.
 The pilot referral form is attached to this email.
Contact: admin@paramountarg.com

Paramount Pilot Arrives for Duty 72 Hours After Initial Contact by Customer


ExecuJet contacted Paramount with a request for a Falcon 2000 pilot to pick up an aircraft in Paris, ferry it to
Lagos and then stay onboard for a two month contract.
 Paramount identified a qualified pilot, Francisco (Jojo) Reyes and, in less than 24 hours, a contract was signed.
 Just 72 hours after the initial contact by ExecuJet, Jojo arrived in Paris, ready for duty.
 Congratulations, Jojo and welcome to the team.
Resource: Pictures can be found here
Contact: admin@paramountarg.com

October Ferry Wins
 Paramount recently won a contract to ferry A320s internationally to the United States.
 Paramount won a ferrying contract to ferry a new Sikorsky S-76D helicopter in Asia.
Contact: admin@paramountarg.com

Things We Love




The commercial flight joined by Virgin Galactic, video here.
Paramount met the consideration requirement to be entered to win a Chase Mission Main Street Grant. Thanks
to everyone who voted! Here is why Paramount wants to win the grant.
If you have any “Things We Love” to share, send us an email or post to Paramount’s Facebook page.

Plane & Easy is a publication for Paramount Aviation Resources Group partners and colleagues. It is distributed the
first Monday of each month. For more information about Plane & Easy, see the Plane & Easy webpage or contact
the Paramount Communications Department.

